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The linear autonomous, neutral system of functional differential equations 
f lu * x(t) +f(t)) = lJ * x(t) + g(t) 1:t > 0). 
(*) 
x(t) = cpit) (I < 01, 
in a fading memory space is studied. Here ,u and v are matrix-valued measures 
supported on [0, co), finite with respect to a weight function, and f, g, and q are 
C”-valued, continuous or locaily integrable functions, bounded with respect to a 
fading memory norm. Conditions which imply that solutions of (*) can be decom- 
posed into a stable part and an unstable part are given. These conditions are of 
frequency domain type. The usual assumption that the singular part of .u vanishes is 
not needed. The results can be used to decompose the semigroup generated by (+) 
into a stable part and an unstable part. 
1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
A linear. autonomous, neutral system of functional differential equations 
can be written in different ways, depending on which type of solutions one is 
looking for. In the classical case the delay is finite, one wants the solutions 
to be continuous, and therefore one chooses the initial functions and the 
perturbation terms to be continuous. In this case one can write the equation 
in the form 
g cu * x(t) -tfW) = v * 44 + g(t) (t > Oh 
with initial condition 
-4c) = dt> (f < 0). (1.2) 
Here fT g, and 9 are continuous, C*-valued functions, and y and v are matrix- 
valued measures supported on a finite interval [0, ~-1. It turns out that the 
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same formulation can be used in the case of an infinite delay, provided the 
measures ,U and V, this time supported on [0, co), belong to a suitable 
weighted measure space, and q,, f, and g are continuous and belong to an 
appropriate fading memory space. 
In a recent paper [3] Burns, Herdman, and Stech have studied the same 
equation in the case when the solutions belong locally to Lp instead of being 
continuous. In this case (1.1), (1.2) is not a well-posed problem. One needs 
one extra piece of information to make the solution unique, i.e., one ‘replaces 
(1.1) by a pair of equations 
P * x(t) +“I-@) =Y(t) (t > O), (1.3) 
y’(t) = v * x(t) + g(t) (t > Q (1.4) 
and adds the extra initial condition 
J’(O) = I’0 * (1.5) 
A pair of functions x,y is called a solution of (1.2t(1.5), if 4’ is locally 
absolutely continuous on [0, co) with ~(0) = yO, if I” and x belong locally to 
Lp, and (1.3~(1.5) hold a.e. (see (2.11) for a definition of the convolutions). 
The only difference compared to (l.l), (1.2), is that this time ,U * x(t) +f(t) 
is well defined only almost everywhere, so we have to give the value y(O) 
explicitly, instead of calculating it from (1.3). Again, the theory in [3] 
applies only to the case when the delay is finite, but as we shall see, it can be 
extended to the case of an infinite delay. 
Henry [22] has studied (l.l), (1.2) with finite delay and continuous 
solutions, and obtained exponential growth estimates for the solutions. Let 
D(z) be the characteristic function of the kernel in (l.l), i.e., 
D(z) = z/2(t) - 8(r), 
where P(r) and I;(r) are the Laplace transforms of ,u and v. If det D(z) # 0 on 
a line Re z = 1, then there is some hope of splitting the solutions of (1. l), 
(1.2) into two solutions, one which grows faster than exp(&), and one which 
grows slower than exp(At) as t + 03. More specifically, one wants to get a 
decomposition x = xs + xc, where xs is a “stable” solution of (1.1) (but does 
not necessarily satisfy the initial condition (1.2)), and xu is an “unstable” 
solution of the homogeneous equation 
; (p * x(t)) = v * x(t) (-m<t<co). (l-6) 
Observe in particular that we want xu to satisfy (1.6) also for negative 
values of t. Indeed, Henry [22] succeeded in getting such a decomposition, if 
inf,, z=.l ]det D(z)] > 0, p has no singular part, and f= g = 0 (Henry also 
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studied the nonhomogeneous equation, and a nonlinear equation). As far as 
we know, the question of what happens when ,u has a nonzero singular part 
has been open. Similar decomposition theorems have been proved by Naito 
[41,42] for the retarded equation (which one gets by replacing ,U * x by x) 
with infinite delay in an LP-setting, and for even more general “phase 
spaces.” This time the “stable” solution xs,ys satisfies (1.3), (1.4), and the 
“unstable” solution .xu, y, satisfies 
P * x(t) = Y(f) (-w<t<w), (1.7) 
y’(t) = 1’ * x(t) (-w<t<w). (1.8) 
Observe that if (1.1). (1.3), and (1.4) are homogeneous, i.e., f = g = 0, then 
both the stable and the unstable component satisfy the original equation, 
except for the initial conditions. 
Here we develop a decomposition theory which applies to neutral (as well 
as retarded) equations with (finite or) infinite delay in a continuous and a Lp 
setting. We do not have to assume that the singular part of y vanishes; 
aithough the result that we get permits a stronger decomposition when it 
does vanish. On the other hand, our setting is less general than, e.g.. the 
abstract phase space discussed in [20]. 
2. SOME MEMORY SPACES COMPATIBLE WITH A 
WEIGHTED MEASURE SPACE 
There exists an extensive theory on spaces of fading memory type; see, 
e.g., 14-9, 15, 20, 27, 34, 37, 41, and 421 ([37] contains a fairly complete 
discussion of the theory prior to 1977). It is a common feature in fading 
memory spaces that the norm of the translation operator rh, defined by 
ShV)(O = dt + h) (t, h E R), (2.1) 
plays a crucial role when one investigates asymptotic properties. The norm 
of the translation operator is a submultiplicative function, and we get a 
connection to the theory of weighted measures in, e.g., [ 13,301 by choosing 
the weight of [ 131, 1301 to be essentially the norm of the translation 
operator. Actually, below we use this idea, but formally we proceed in a 
slightly different way. We first define the concept of a “dominating function” 
p(h), and then introduce some memory spaces, in which the norm of the 
translation operator is dominated by p(-h). 
We call p a dominating function on R, if p is strictly positive, continuous. 
and satisfies 
P(S + 0 <pw~w (s, c E R), p(0) = 1. (2.2) 
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Condition (2.2) is the same as condition (2.1) in [30], plus the additional 
p(0) = 1. We call rl an influence function dominated bq’ p, if r is continuous, 
strictly positive, and satisfies 
rl(s + 0 <P(S) v(t) (s, t E R), q(O) = 1. (2.3) 
Observe that (2.3) implies (replace t by s + t and s by -s) 
where p’ is the function 
m> = @(-0) - ’ (t E R). (2.5) 
Moreover, it is easy to see that both p and ,G are influence functions 
dominated by p, and that every influence function q dominated by p satisfies 
F(t) < v(t) <PW (t E R). (2.6) 
We warn the reader that our definition of an influence function is not quite 
the standard one. In general one defines the functions q and p only on 
R - = (-co, 0] or on R + = [0, co) instead of R. We could do so also here, 
i.e., follow [4] and work with one dominating function on R ’ and another 
on R -. but the present approach simplifies the basic theory considerably. 
We let M@; C) be the set of all complex, locally finite measures on R 
such that 
II4 =jRp(f)4/W < ~0. (2.7) 
Here 1.~1 is the total variation (measure) of ,u. Let C”‘” be the set of n X y1- 
dimensional complex matrices, and let M@; Cnxn) be the matrix-valued 
analog of M@; C) (this time one uses a matrix norm when one computes the 
total variation ]p I of flu>. 
In the sequel we shall define function spaces with values in either C, C”, 
or C”““. Most of the time it is irrelevant in which space the values of the 
functions lie, and therefore we do not specify this space explicitly. In the 
same way, it is often irrelevant in which space the values of our measures lie, 
and we abbreviate both M@; C) and M@; C” “‘) by M@). 
For every influence function q dominated by p, we let BC,(r) be the set of 
continuous functions q on R satisfying 
lim q(t) p(t) = 0, 
f-fm 
with norm 
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We show below that these spaces are contained in the space BUC(qj or 
“uniformly continuous” functions, defined as foilows. A continuous function 
o on R belongs to BUC(q) if the norm in (2.8) is finite, and if it is uniformly 
continuous in the sense that 
where z,, is the translation operator defined in (2.1). By (2.6), BC,@) c 
BC,(.9) c BC,@?), and BUC@) c L?UC(r) c BUC@?). 
We let Lp(?~), 1 <p < co> be the set of measurable functions on R 
satisfying i/ollp < co, where 
II v lip = (fR (v(t) IfP(~>l)” dt) 1 p. 
The space L”(v) is defined analogously, with 
/IdIm = ess sup VW ldt)l. 
tcR 
(2.10) 
Observe that BUC(q) c L”(q), and that for p E SUC(n), one may write 
Ilcpjl= IIpllrn (cf. (2.8)). Moreover Lp@) c Lp(q) c Lp@‘), 1 <p < cc. 
One can define, at least formally, the convolution p * w of a measure 
p E M@) and a function ~1 E Lp(q), 1 <p < co, by 
P * Y(f) = I_ &b) a)@ - s). (2.Ii) 
“R 
If ,U = {gij] is matrix-valued, and p = (pj) is vector-valued, then ,U * 60 in 
(2.11) should be interpreted as the vector-valued function whose jth 
component is Ck pjk * qk, with analogous definitions when ,u is complex- 
valued and q is vector-valued, etc. 
LEMMA 2.1. For every ,u E M(p), the convolution operator q -‘p :i: v, 
maps Lp(q), 1 <p < 00, BUC(q) and BC,(q) into themselves, and 
IIP * c4A Ml llulllp- (2.12) 
Actually, the proof we give shows that p* also maps the subspaces 
Iw E BUC(rl) Ir(t) v(t) -+ 0 0 -+ 03)) and {Y E BUC(rl) Ir(t) dt> + 0 
(t + -co)} of BUC(v) into themselves. 
ProoJ The function s H y(t - s) is measurable with respect to $ for 
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almost all t E R. [24, Theorem 13.9 and Lemma 20.71, so the convolution in 
(2.11) is well defined, provided we can show that 
is finite a.e. However, by (2.3), with t replaced by t - s, and (2.1 l), 
il~~~Iru*u,l~~>~r~~~l~I*la,l~~>~@liul~*~~I~lI>~~~~ (2.13) 
so (2.12) follows from, e.g., [24, Theorem 20.121, and (2.11) converges 
almost everywhere. If a, EL”‘(q) is continuous, then (2.11) converges 
everywhere, and we may replace the norm in (2.12) by the norm defined in 
(2.8). 
If v, E BUC(q), then ll~&*~)) --*VII = Iliu*(r,a,-rp)ll < 
IIP II II r/za, - CPII +0 (h -+ 013 so 411 * v E BUC(v)* 
In Lemma 2.2 below we prove that BC,,(q) c BUC(v). This, combined 
with the previous paragraph, shows that p * q is continuous whenever 
q E K,(q). Let o E BUC(q) satisfy q(t) p(t) + 0 (t + co). Then by (2.11) 
and (2.13), 
VW IP * &>I G J Lt/21tL2,J r(t - s) I PO - s) Ms)d IP I(s) 
+i 
P(S)d IP l(s) * sup V(S) I @)I + 0 (t + 00). 
(rP-,ru) s<t/z 
The same computation shows that q(t),u * q(t) -+ 0 (t -+ --co) whenever 
q(t) q(t) -+ 0 (t -+ -co), so ,D * v, E E,(q) whenever q E E,(q). 1 
LEMMA 2.2. The translation operator T,, is bounded in Lp(q), 1 <p < co, 
with 
Ilv~llp G&-h) ll~llp~ (2.14) 
It is strongly continuous in BC,,(r), in BUC(q) and in Lp(q) for 1 <p < co. 
In particular, BC,(rj) c BUC(q). 
Lemma 2.2 is essentially contained in [4, Remark 3.21. 
ProoJ: That the translation operator is strongly continuous in BUC(q) is 
built into the definition of BUC(v). That (2.14) holds follows directly from 
(2.1), (2.3), and (2.9). If q is continuous and has compact support, then 
rhq + u, uniformly, and in L”(r) for 1 <p < co. The set of continuous 
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functions with compact support is dense in K,(q) and in Lp(q) for 
1 <p < co, and this together with the fact that the translation operator is 
bounded implies the strong continuity in K,(v) and Lp(~), 1 <p < co. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. Let a E Lp@), and v E Lq(q), where 1 <p < coy and l/p + 
l/q = 1. Then a * p E BUC(v), and 
l/a * dL < ll4, /ldlq~ 
If1 <p< 00~ then a*a,EBC,(y). 
(2.15) 
Proof: That (2.15) holds and that r/(t) a * q(t)-+ 0 (t -+ ~ICO) when 
1 <p < 03 follows from (2.13) with p replaced by a and Hblder’s inequality 
(see, e.g., [24, p. 2951). The uniform continuity is due to the fact that tran- 
slation is continuous in Lp@) for 1 <p < co (and in rSq(q) when p = co). 1 
We say that an influence function r] has the relaxation property, if 
r(tj = o@(t)) (t + -03). (2.16) 
Obviously. the function p itself never has the relaxation property, and by 
(2.6), a necessary and suffkient condition for the existence of an influence 
function dominated by p with the relaxation property is that D has the reiax- 
ation property. Again, we warn the reader that our definition of the relax- 
ation property is related to the relaxation property in, e.g., [4], but not iden- 
tical to it. They become approximately identical if p(t) = 1 for t < 0 (cf. 
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let q be an injlueme function with the reiaxation property, 
and let w E BC,(v), WE Lp(q), 1 <p < 03. Then /lr,v)ll =o@(-t)) and 
IIZtwil, = o@(-t)) as t + co. 
Proof: We only prove the statement concerning p% the proof for w being 
completely analogous. 
Fix E > 0. Choose T so large that 




P= sup p(t) Iw(% (2.18) 
-TSI<T 
and choose S so large that 
m> rl(--t) G E/P (t > S). (2.19) 
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Use (2.3), (2.4), and (2.17)-(2.19) to get for t > S, 
m II rtv II = m> 9:; rl(s) Ids + [)I 
< 60) sup r(s) I Y+ + t)l + F(f) sup I?(s) I& + t)l 
IS+tl>T ls+tl47 
< sup v(s + t) I PO + t)l + m r(-0 sup P(S + 0 I rp@ + 0 
Is+rl>T Is+tl<T 
< E +/j(t) q(-t)8 < 2E. 
This shows that b(l) IIrtpll -+ 0 (t-t co). I 
The spaces BC,(q) and Lp(q) are defined in such a way that (D E BC,(v) 
iff qq E BC,, where BC, is the set of continuous functions vanishing at fco, 
and a, E Lp(q) iff FIJI E Lp, where Lp is the standard, nonweighted LP-space. 
A similar result is true for BUC(q). 
LEMMA 2.5. a, E BUC(q) iff QD E BUC, where BUC is the set of 
bounded, uniformly continuous functions on R. 
ProoJ Clearly Il~lj < co iff q(o is bounded, so it suffices to show that the 
two concepts of uniform continuity agree. We have to show that 
iff 
But 
tl(t + h) P@ + h) - VW ~(4 - v(O(N + h) - v(t)) 
= (v(f + h) - r(t)) co@ + h), 
so this is equivalent to 
t; “tips I rl(t + h) - r@>l I@ + h)l = 0. 
By (2.3), (2.4), the continuity of p and p’ at zero, and the fact that p(O) = 
F(O) = 1, 
Iim sup 
h-0 tER 
I r(f + h) - a@>1 
~0 + h) 
= 0. 
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This means that 
When we discuss (l.l), (1.2), and (1.2t(1.5) in a semigroup setting, we 
shall work in one of the spaces BUC(q), BC,(q) or LP(q), 1 <p < 00, but 
restrict our functions to R-. We denote the restricted spaces BUC(R-; r), 
BC,(R - ; TV), and LP(R - ; q). One gets norms for these spaces by restricting C 
in (2.8), (2.9) to R-. The spaces BUC(R+; q)? BC,(R+; 17) and LP(Rf: 11) 
are defined analogously. 
We define the combined translation and restriction operator A, by 
AIdS) = ds + t> (s E RP). (2.20) 
Observe that A, =dOrr, and that A, maps BUC(r) into BUC(R-; II), BC,(v) 
into BC,(R-; q), and LP(r) into LP(R-; q). 
When one studies a nonlinear neutral functional differential equation (e.g., 
with finite delay) it is often of crucial importance to know that the trajec- 
tories of bounded solutions are relatively compact. We shall not discuss the 
nonlinear equation in this paper, but we want to record the following 
compactness result for future use: 
LEMMA 2.6. Let p be a dominating function satisfying p(t) = 1 (t E R-), 
and let r be an influence function dominated by p, with the relaxation 
property. Let V be a set of continuous functions 9 on R satishkg 
d,pEBC,(R-;v) for tER+. Then the set {A,~/PE V,tER+] is 
relatively compact in BC,(R-; q) iff f or every T > 0, the set V is uniformbl 
bounded and equicontinuous on (-T, CD), and 
,“_m, z’1 v(t) l~(t)l = 0. I (2.2 1) 
One could prove Lemma 2.6 by essentially repeating the argument used by 
Hino in the proof of his corresponding compactness lemma [27, Lemma 4]. 
However, we prefer to give a slightly different proof. 
Proof. That (2.21) is a necessary condition for relative compactness 
follows from the fact that the set {.4,w ] a, E V} is totally bounded, and each 
u, E V satisfies lim,,_, q(t) p(t) = 0. On each interval I-T, O], Q is bounded 
away from zero, so relative compactness in BC,(R -; r~) implies relative 
compactness in BC[-T, O], the set of bounded continuous functions on 
[-T, 01, with the maximum-norm. Thus, if {d,~ / a, E V, t E R+ ) is relatively 
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compact in BC,(R-; r), then by the converse of Ascoli’s theorem, the set 
{&s + t) ( ~1 E V, t E R ’ } is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous for 
-T< s < 0. But this implies that V is uniformly bounded and equicon- 
tinuous on each interval [-T, co), as claimed. 
Conversely, suppose that for each T > 0, V restricted to [-T, co) is 
uniformly bounded and equicontinuous, and that (2.21) holds. We claim that 
this implies 












i?(t) = v(t) sup -* t<s<m v(s) 
(2.25) 
Then g(t) > h(t) (t E R). Observe that by (2.3) and our assumptions on p, 
q(t) < ~(t - s) II(S) < q(s) for f < s, so q is nondecreasing. This fact together 
with (2.24) and (2.25) yields g(t) <N (t E R). We claim that g(t) + 0 
(t-t -co). Fix E > 0, and choose T so small that h(t) < E (t < T). Then for 
I< T, 
g@> < r(t) sup ~ 
h(s) + E 
r<s<co r(s) . 
Thus, as fl(t) -+ 0 (t -+ --co ), we have g(t) < 2~ for t sufficiently small, so 
indeed, g(t) + 0 (t + -co). 
By (2.23) every a, E V satisfies 
l4Q)l G h(s)lv(s) G g(s)/r(s) (s E R). 
It follows from (2.25) that g/q is nonincreasing, and so also 
I r,ds)l = Ids + t)l G ds + Wv(s + t> 
G g(sMs) (tER+,sER). 
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Thus, 
sup r(s) I V(S + t)l < g(s) -+ 0 (S’-co). 
CD E Y 
teR+ 
This proves (2.22). 
As BC,(R-; r) is a Banach space, it suffices to prove that {d,y, / rp E VY 
f E Rt ) is relatively sequentially compact. Take sequences pk E V and 
t,f R+. By Ascoli’s theorem, we can find subsequences (which we again 
denote by (Pi and tk) and a continuous function ~JJ such that rt,qk --f w 
uniformly on compact subsets of R. Fix E > 0. Then. because of (2.22)? we 
can find a number T < 0 such that 
On [-T. 0] we have uniform convergence, so for k big enough 
sup V(S) t r$&(S) - W(S)/ < a. 
This shows that d,,~~+d,v in BC,(R-; q), and completes the proof of 
Lemma 2.6. 1 
3. ON LAPLACE TRANSFORMS AND DERIVATIVES 
We recall from [30] that to every dominating function one may adjoin 
two real numbers p* and p*, -co <p+ <p* < co, as follows: 
p* = - inf log f(l) ----= _ lim 1% P(l) 
t>o t-,x t ’ 
1% P@> p*=-sup-=- ___ lim 1% PM 
t<o t t-r-x, I , 
(3.1) 
Moreover, 
Wld = Wev-W 
The bilateral Laplace transform of a measure ,u is defined by 
p(z) = JRe -Et Q(t) @*<Rez<p”). (3.3j 
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Equivalently, define e,(t) = exp(zt), observe that e, E BUC@“; C), and define 
P(z) = fl * e,(O) @*<Rez<p*). (3.4) 
Let q, r E M@). Then the mapping v, + q * (r * q)(O) is continuous from 
K,(j) into C (or C” or C ““), and by the Riesz representation theorem, it 
is induced by a measure s E M@), i.e., we can find a measure s E M@) such 
that 
We define the convolution q JF I of q and r to be this measure s. Then by 
definition 
(4 * r) * do) = 4 * G” * v)(O), 
and as translation commutes with convolution, we get 
(q * r) * v, = q * (P * r$l). (3.5) 
Once one knows that (3.5) holds for v, E BC,@), one can show that it 
must also hold for a, E BUC(q), and for rp E Lp(q), 1 <p < co (in an almost 
everywhere sense), where r is an arbitrary influence function dominated by 
p. If o E Lp(r), 1 <p < co, then we can find w E K,(j) nLp(q) such that 
]]v, - v]lP is arbitrarily small. As (3.5) holds for w, and the convolution 
operator is continuous in Lp(q), we get (3.5) for every a, E Lp(r). If 
~1 E L”O(v), then we can find g such that 6 is Bore1 measurable, that 
]]q - @I] = 0, and sup,,,tj(t) g(t) < co. If q E BUC(?l), then take @= p. We 
can then find a Bore1 measurable sequence vn E L ‘(11) (or w,~ E BC,(p’) in 
the continuous case) such that q(t) v,(t) is uniformly bounded, and 
v,(t) + 4(t) pointwise. By Lebesque’s dominated convergence theorem, 
(the second equality holds a.e. in the Loo-case, and everywhere in the 
continuous case. Thus, if v, E BUC(q), then (3.5) holds everywhere, and if 
q E Lm(q), then (3.5) holds almost everywhere. 
If one applies (3.5) with o(t) = exp(zt) and uses (3.4), then one gets 
(4 * T)-(Z) = Q(2 j P(Z). 
In particular, the notion of convolution defined here is equivalent to the 
notion used in [ 13, 301. 
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The following lemma characterizes those measures p in M@) whose 
distribution derivative p’ also belongs to Mb). 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that p, q E M@), and that for some A E R, 
P* <J-<P”, 
zp”(z) =4”(z) (Re z = IL). (3.6) 
Then the distribution derivative p’ of p equals q. In particular, p is induced 
by a function which is locally of bounded variation, and p’ E M(p). 
Conversely, suppose that p E M@), and p’ E M(p). Then 
zi(z) = (P’)-(z) @*<Rez,(p*). (3,l) 
Proof Define dp,(t) = exp(-At) dp(t). Then P.~ is a bounded measure. in 
particular. it is a tempered distribution, whose (distribution) Fourier 
transform @OX equals fi(I + iw) (w E R).. The Fourier transform of the 
distribution derivative pjt of pn equals iwp(A + io) (w f R), so the transform 
of kp,% +pi equals (1 + io)p(A + iw) (o E R). On the other hand, this is 
also the transform of q.l9 defined by dq,i(t) = exp(-At) dq(t). Thus, 
AP.3 + PA = qn . Differentiating the definition of P.,~ we observe that 
kpp.& +p.i = exp(-At)p’, and so clearly exp(-k)p’ = q,I. Dividing both sides 
by exp(-dt) we get p’ = q. 
The converse statement is proved in a similar way. One gets (3.7) in the 
distribution sense on all lines of the form Re z = 1, p* < /1< p”, even 
without the assumption p’ E M(p). As p’ c M(p), we know that (p’)-(z) is a 
continuous function, and this makes (3.7) hold in the classical sense. fl 
LEMMA 3.2. Let ,u E Mb), and let a E L ‘@) with a’ E M(p). Then p * a 
is iocal1.v of bounded variation, and (u * a)! =p * a’ E M(p). 
Again, a’ is the distribution derivative of a. 
Proof. Fix any ,I, p* < ;1< p*. By Lemma 3.1, on the line Re z = A, 
z(p * a)-(z) = z,t?(z) a(z) = p(z)(za^(z)) = P(z)(a’)-(z) = (u * a’)*(z). 
Thus, by Lemma 3.1, ,U * a is locally of bounded variation, and @ * a)’ = 
p*a’. II 
The following lemma plays a crucial role in our study of the differen- 
tiability properties of functions in BUC(q) and Lp(n): 1 <p < 00. 
LEMMA 3.3. Define o,(t)= l/h (-h < t < 0) if h > 0, 6,(t) = --l/h 
(0 < t ,< -h) if h < 0, and s,(t) = 0 otherwise. If 9 E Lp(q), 1 <p < OG, then 
6, * q -+ v, in Lo as h + 0. The same statement is irue with Lp(n) replaced 
by BUG(n), and 64’ BC,(q). 
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The Lp version of Lemma 3.3 is essentially contained in [37, Lemma 2.4, 
p. 731. As h + 0, once can regard 6, as an approximation of the unit point 
mass 6 at zero. The proof of Lemma 3.3 could easily be extended to other 
“approximate identities” than 6,. 
ProoJ: First consider the case p E BUC(q). We have to show that 
tends to zero as h --t 0, uniformly in t. Write this expression as 
As a, E BUC(q), 11 shy, - pII+ 0 (h -+ 0), which means that for every E > 0, 
we can find y > 0 such that for all s, t E R with (s - t I< y, 
v(t) Ids) - dt>l G E. 
Clearly, this implies that 116, * a, - qll< E for 0 < Ihl < y, and we have 
proved that 6, * 9 + v, in BUC(q) whenever q E BUC(tj). If q E BC,(q), then 
by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, 6, * v, E BC,(q), and by the preceding argument, 
6, * cp --f tp in BC,(v). 
Next consider the case a, E Lp(q), 1 <p < co. If a, is continuous and has 
compact support, then 6, * q + q uniformly, and also in Lp(q) as h + 0. The 
set of functions of this type is dense in Lp(v), so 6, * p + q for every 
v ELP@l)* I 
As a corollary we have 
LEMMA 3.4. If a, is locally absolutely continuous with q’ E L’(q), 
1 <p < co, then rhq -v, E Lp(q), and h -‘(~~a, - q) + 9, in Lp(q), as h + 0. 
The same statement is true with Lp(q) replaced by BUC(q), and by BC,(q). 
This follows directly from Lemma 3.3, because h-‘(rhq - q) = 6, * q’. 
We let W’YP(yl), 1 <p < co, be the set of locally absolutely continuous 
functions a, E Lp(q) satisfying q’ E Lp(q). Similarly, let BUC’(q) (and 
BCi(q)) consist of those continuously differentiable functions v, E BUC(q) 
(or rp E BC,(q)) such that p’ E BUC(q) (or q’ E BC,(q)). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let ,u EM@), and q E W’*p(q), 1 <p < 00. Then 
,u~*tp~ W’.p(q), and h-‘(5,J$*q)-p*q)-p*a, in Lp(q) as h+O. In 
particular, ($ * q)’ =,u * q,‘. The same statements are true with WITp(yl) 
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replaced by BUC’(v) and by IX;(q), and Lp(r;l) replaced by BUC(?j) and 6~ 
BC,(v). 
This follows again directly from Lemma 3.3, combined with Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let a f L’(p) with a’ EM@), and let q E Lp(q). 
l<p< 03. Then a*qE W’7p(fl), and h-‘(?,(aa~)-a~~7)~a’*~ in 
Lp(q) as h + 0. In particular, (a * q)’ = a’ * qx The same statements are true 
with W”*p(yl) replaced by SK’(q), and by BCi(v), and Lp(?f) replaced bv 
BUC(q) and by BC,(q). 
ProojI Clearly, it suffices to show that h-‘(r,(a * 0) - a % p) --t a’ * p in 
B(ty) whenever v, E B(q), w h ere B(q) is one of the spaces Lp(q), 1 <p < mG, 
SUC(n) or BC,(11). By Lemma 3.3, 6, * (a’ * q) + a’ * q~ in l?(v) as h -+ 0. 
However, 6, * (a’ * 9) = (6, * a’) * p, and 6, * a’ is a;e. defined by the 
function 
6, * a’(t) = h -‘(a(t + h) - a(t)). 
Thus. 
so h-‘(r,(a * 9) - a *q>- da * v, in B(q), as desired. 1 
LEMMA 3.1. W1,p(q) cBC,(q)for 1 <p < GO, and W”7m(q) cBUC(q). 
Prooj Take q~ E W’,p(yl), 1 <p < co, and use (2.3) to get 
< sup r(t) 
IER 
-) (y~i I!;+” v(s) I@(s)lds / ) 
yI(s) 
Is-t1 < Ihl 
v(s) I v’(s)1 ds . 
The first factor suplr, 4 ,h, p(v) is bounded as h + 0, and the second factor 
r(s) I @@>I ds 
tends to zero as h -+ 0, because nq,’ belongs to the standard, nonweighted L”- 
space over R. This proves that 9 E BUC(q). 
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Now suppose that p < co. Then by Lemma 2.5 and the preceding result, 
TV, is uniformly continuous and belongs to Lp (without weights), so 
q(t)fp(t)+O as t+ foe. I 
Remark 3.8. Lemmas 2.2 and 3.3-3.6 are also true when p = 00, i.e., 
with L”(q) replaced by L”(q), and W’*p(r) replaced by W17so(~), provided 
one throughout replaces the strong convergence with weak*-convergence. 
This follows from the fact that these lemmas are true in L’(v), where 
m> = W-t)) l (t E RI, (3.8) 
and that Lm(q) can be identified with the dual of L’(q) through the duality 
mapping 
+A w> = q * y/(O). 
Observe that d is an influence function dominated by p iff q is so. 
4. A MODIFIED PROBLEM 
We shall now turn to our study of (l.l), (1.2), or (1.2~(1.5) in a fading 
memory space. Let p be a dominating function or R+, i.e., a positive, 
continuous function on R+ satisfying 
PCS + 0 <PO)PW (s, t E R +). p(0) = 1. (4.1) 
In addition, assume that 
p* = -inf log ‘(” = lim log ‘(” < ~0 
t>o t *+a2 t (4.2) 
(cf. [30, Sect. 2]), and suppose that 
p(f) exp@* t) is nondecreasing. (4.3) 
When (4.1~(4.3) hold, one may extend p to a dominating functionon R, as 
defined in Section 2, by putting 
~(t>=exp(-pd) (t < o>, (4.4) 
and in the sequel we throughout assume that (4.4) holds (although other 
extensions are possible; cf. Section 8). We denoted the subset of functions in 
M@) which vanish on (-co, 0) by M(R + ; p). 
In the sequel we shall not deal with (l.l), (1.2), or (1.2b(l.5) directly, but 
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rather with modified versions of these equations. The L” case, i.e.: the 
modifications of (1.2~( 1.5), is slightly simpler, so we treat this case first. In 
(1.2b(1.5), let ,u,vEM(R+;p;Cnxn), f,gELP(R+;q;C”), and 
50 E LP(R ~ ; 11; Cn), where 1 <p < co, and 9 is an influence function 
dominated by p. Redefine x and define y for t < 0, and rp for t > 0 by 
x(t) = 0 (t < 013 (4.5) 
y(t) = 0 (t<-11, 
=(l +t)yo (-1 < t<O): 
(4.6) 
ul(f> = 0 (t > 0)‘ (4.7) 
Define 
f*(t) =4’(t) (t < 01, 
= P * ul(t> +m (t > Q?, 
krl(4 =Y’(t) 0 < (9, 
= v * p(t) +g(t) (t > 0). 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
Then w, f,, g,ELP(R;r7;C), with f, and g, depending linearly and 
continuously on p, f, g, and yO, and (1.2)-(1.5) are transformed into 
P * x(t) +.A w = Y(l) (t E Rj, (4.10) 
y’(t) = v * x(t) + g1(t) (1 E RI, (4.11) 
with initial conditions (4.5), (4.6) (of course, (4.10) and (4.11) hold only 
ae.). The fact that (4.10), (4.11) are equations on R rather than on R+, and 
that all functions vanish for t < -1, make (4.10) and (4.11) easier to analyse 
than (1.2k( 1.5). 
In the continuous case we use essentially the same transformation, but 
modify the functions close to zero in order to make all functions continuous. 
This time take p, v as above, f, g E BUC(R’; q; Cn), and 
a,EBUC(R-:q;C”). Define y by (1.3) to transform (1.1) into (1.3), (1.4). 
Redefine x and define y for t < 0 by 
x(t) = 0 (t<-I), 
= (1 + t> @) (-1 < t<o)> 
(4.12) 
Y(t) = 0 (t G --1j, 
= (1 + ty(at + P) (-1 < t<O), 
(4.13) 
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where (r and p are chosen so that ~(0) =P * ~(0) +f(O) and Y’(O) = 
v * V)(O) + g(O), i.e., /I =P * ~(0) +f(O) and a= v * v(O) + g(O) - W. Define 
@@> = Y,(t) - x(t) 0 ,< (0, 
=o 0 > 01, 
f,(t) = Y(t) -P * x(t) (t < o>, 
=f(t) + P * P(t) (t > O), 
g,(t) =17’(t) - v * x(t) (t < 01, 




Then q% f,, g, E BUC(R r; C”), with f, and g, depending linearly and 
continuously on 9, f, and g, and (1.1) (1.2) are again transformed into 
(4. lo), (4.1 l), but this time with the initial conditions (4.12), (4.13). If 
f, g E BC,,(R+; 11; Cn), thenf,, g, E BC,(R; q; C’). 
We call p atomic at zero, if 
detd{O}) f 0, (4.17) 
i.e., P has an invertible point mass at the origin. We assume throughout that 
(4.17) holds, as one usually does when one studies a neutral equation (if 
(4.17) is violated, then the equation may become advanced rather than 
neutral). Thanks to the fact that our initial data vanish for t < -1, one can 
apply existence and uniqueness results for the case of a finite delay, to show 
that (4.10), (4.11) with initial conditions (4.5), (4.6), or (4.12), (4.13) has a 
unique solution on R (see [3] for the LP-case and, e.g., [ 18, p. 2751 for the 
continuous case). However, in general (4. lo), (4.11) also has solutions which 
do not satisfy the initial conditions, and these will play an important role in 
the sequel. We shall solve (4.10), (4.11) by using “resolvents” or 
“fundamental solutions.” The resolvent which vanishes for t < 0 will give the 
solution of (4. lo), (4.11) which satisfies the right initial condition, and the 
other resolvents will be used in our decomposition of solutions into stable 
and unstable components. 
5. ON THE RESOLVENTS 
If one applies the Laplace transform to (4.10), (4.1 l), and solves for a,?, 
then one gets, at least formally, 
Z(z) = o-‘(z)(i,(z) - Z.l(Z)>, (5.1) 
y^(z)=P(z)~-l(z)~,(z)-v^(z)~-l(z)~~(z), (5.2) 
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D(Z) = Z@(Z) - ;(z j. (5.3) 
Still proceeding formally, suppose that r is a function, locally of bounded 
variation, such that 
i(z) = D-‘(z). (5.4) 
Then the solution of (4. lo), (4.11) should be given by 
x=r*g,-r’*j-,, (5.5) 
y=,u*r*gl-v*r*f,. (5.6) 
In the sequel we make this formal argument precise. 
We follow Wheeler [45] and Jordan and Wheeler (311, and define the 
determinant measure det ,B of .D by computing the formal determinant of ,u, 
but replacing all pointwise multiplications by convolutions. More precisely, 
if p = (,u,), then 
where S, is the group of permutations of ( l,,.., ?z 1. As ,u E M@; Cnxnj is 
supported on R ’ : we have det p E M@; C), and det ,u is supported on Rt 
Split det p into its discrete, singular and absolutely continuous part 
det P = (det ,u)~ + (det P), + (det P), , 
just in the same way as in [31]. Finally. define 
Q = (1 > p* 1 2: ](dety)i(n + iw)] > li-2, i](detiU)$‘]l:ik\, (5.7) 
where (det ,D), *k is the k-fold convolution of (det ,u), Ywith itself, and 
II@%@% =lm exp(-At) d ](detp),*kj(t). (5.8) 
0 
Observe that lim,,, I](det p),*” ]I;‘” is the spectral radius, of (det ,u), with 
respect to the dominating function exp(-&), and that one always has 
lim Il(detlu)~kIl.~‘k < /I(det ~u)JI y 
k+m 
where ll(det~>,ll.~ is defined as in (5.8). 
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We shall work most of the time in measure spaces different from our 
original measure space Mb). Define 
tjo,a(t) = epbt (t E R - 1, 
=e -at (t E R+). 
(5.10) 
Then II,, is a dominating function, and so is rB,a if u <p. Define MS, and 
M a,4 to be the measure spaces MA = M(q,), and M,,, = M(v~,~). Observe 
that Ma,s = M, “MO, and that M(R+;p) cM~,~ for all u,/3 satisfying 
p* < GL G/3. Let Ll and LA,B be the corresponding spaces of integrable 
functions, contained in M.k and M,,,. As in (5.8), we denote norms in M., 
and -L by II L3 and norms in Mn,s and Li b by 11 llLl 8. 
Throughout the sequel we let 6 stand for either the scalar-valued or the 
matrix-valued unit point mass at zero. We use I to denote the identity matrix 
in C”‘“. 
In our first theorem we construct solutions Y.~ to (5.4). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 1 E ~2, and assume that det D(z) # 0 on the line 
Re z = A. Then there exists a unique rl E L: with t-i E M,, such that 
r.; * ,u - r., * v = ,a * r.; - v * r,, = 6. (5.11) 
Moreover, r,l E L:,, + E and rJl E M.,9, + E for some E > 0. If II = p* , and 
j$ I(det ,u)&* + iw)l > Li$ [~ompW4(det~)~kl O]“k~ (5.12) --t 
then r.l E L ‘@) and ri E Mb). 
The following proof is adapted from [3 11. 
ProoJ To get uniqueness it sufftces to observe that (5.11) and 
Lemma 3.1 imply 
hence 
Z?A(Z) p(z) - ?A(Z) O(z) = I (Re z = A), 
?.l(z) = D-‘(z) (Re z = ,I.), (5.13) 
and that a function in L: is uniquely determined by its Laplace transform on 
the line Re z = 1. 
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Suppose that we can find E > 0, a function r., E Lfi,.l+, such that (5.13) 
holds, and a measure s.~ E MV,,,l+, such that 
$A@) = zW’(z) (Re z = A). (5.14) 
Then, by Lemma 3.1, r., is locally of bounded variation, and r.; = se\. Define 
t, = r.; * ,u - r.l t v. 
Then, for Re z = A, 
f.,(z) = z&(z),&) - F.,(z) C(z) 
= D - ‘(z)(z$qz) - C(z)) = I, 
so t, = 6, i.e., r.; * ,u - rA * v = 6. In the same way one shows that 
p * r; - v * r,l = 6, so rA is the solution of our problem. 
It.remains to find e > 0, r.z E Li,.3.+8 and s,, E M.1,,1+, satisfying (5.13) 
and (5.14). As 1 cQ, we have 
inf j(det p),(A + iw)l > ii”, il(det p)g” il~yk$ 
WER + 




11~ izf / det fi(z)I > 0, 
L-s 
and as (det D(z))/z - det l;(z) -+ 0 (I z +uo,,,;l<Rez<A+s),wemusthave 1 
hm izf I det D(z)1 > 0. 
L+ 
,l<Rez<4+~ 
In the strip ,l < Re z < 1 + E det D(z) is analytic, so it can have only finitely 
many zeros there. By decreasing the value of E, if necessary, we may assume 
that 
det D(z) # 0 (A < Re z < A + E). (5.16) 
It follows from [30, Proposition 8.21 and (5.15) that (detp), + (detp), has 
an inverse q in Ma,,, + E, i.e., there exists a measure q E M,,,, + E such that 
[(detpu)&) + (det~u),(z>l4”(z) = 1 (5.17) 
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for ,I < Rez <A + E. Fix an arbitrary ct < 1, and define e(t) =exp(at) 
(t > 0), e(t) = 0 (t < 0). Then e E L.i,,I+E, and L?(z) = (z -a)-‘. Write (5.13) 
in the form 
F-l(Z) = D-l(z) = e”(z)[‘qz) + qz)(a,qz) - C(z))] -’ 
= 4~) 4(z) =!i [b(z) + @>(a%~) - ~(z))l 
B(z) det [b(z) + e^(z)(ab(z) - C(z))] ’ 
(5.18) 
where adj [b(z) + e”(z)(a,L(z) - C(z))] is the adjoint of the matrix p(z) + 
e^(z)(c@(z) - g(z)). This matrix is the transform of a measure in JI,I,4+E, 
namely, the matrix-valued measure one gets by taking the formal adjoint of 
,U + e * (a~ - v), replacing multiplications by convolutions. Thus, if we can 
invert the denomerator in (5.18), then (5.18) defines a measure in M,,, + E. 
Observe that det [,u + e * (a,~ - v)] has the same discrete and singular parts 
as det ,B (because e * (a,~ - v) is absolutely continuous). This, together with 
(5.17), implies that 
i(z) det [L(z) + e”(z)(&(z) - v”(z))] = 1 + i(z) h(z), 
where h is the absolutely continuous part of det[p + e * (ap - v)]. Moreover, 
1 + i(z) 6(z) = (det D(z)) G(z) e”(z) # 0 for 1< Re z < ,I + E. Apply, e.g., [30, 
Theorem 2.31 to get a function d E L,:,, + E such that 
[I +&z)h^(z)]-‘= 1 +d^(z) (I < Re z < /z + E). 
This means that (5.18) becomes 
t,l(z) = 2(z) g(z)( 1 + J(z)) adj [,2(z) + e^(z>(@(z) - C(z))]. (5.19) 
This is a sum of products of transforms of measures in M,,,, E, multiplied 
by the transform e(z) of e E Li.,l+,. Thus, (5.19) defines Y,! as an element of 
L:,.l+,- 
To get a solution sd E M,,,, + E of (5.14) we multiply (5.19) by z, and 
observe that 
Thus, 
z;(z) = 1 + a&(z) (,I < Re z < L + E). 
g.i(z) = (1 + a&z)) B(z)( 1 + d(z)) adj [C(z) + &z)(a,L(z) - C(z)], 
and this defines s,, as an element of M .,.. 3. + E. 
Essentially the same argument gives the special claim r., E L ‘@) and 
r,\ EM@) when J =p*, and (5.12) holds. 1 
Recall that ,U is atomic at zero, if det ~((0)) # 0. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let ,u be atomic at zero. Then there exists a constant 
d > p* such that [d, 00) c l2, and det D(z) # 0 for Re z > d. Moreover, rd 
vanishes for t < 0, and r,\. = rd for every A > d, where r., and rd are the 
resolvents constructed in Theorem 5.1. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 5.2 is very similar to the proof of 
Theorem 5.1. The main difference is that we, this time, work in the space Md 
of measures M,, vanishing on (-co, 0), and that we invert the determinanr 
of p + e * (cfp - v) in (5.18) in an elementary way, using a norm estimate, 
instead of [30, Proposition 8.21. 
Fix an arbitrary a <p*:, define e(t) = exp(atj (t > 0), e(t) = 0 (t < Oj, and 
write (5.13) in the form 
?Jz) = e^(zj[/qz) + e^(z)(a/qz) - C(z))j - * 
= 2(z) adjL&) + &)(~&.) - +))I 
det [P(z) + e”(z)(u,G(z) - G(z)) ] . 
(5.20) 
If we choose d > p*, then e, p, v E Md+? and if we can find an inverse to 
det($ + e * (a~ - v)) in M,f, then (5.20) defines a solution rd of (5.1 I) in 
Mi. As MJ c M: c nf.,l for every 2 > d, the uniqueness of the solution of 
(5.11) in M., yields r., = rd for A > d. Thus it only remains to find d > pc 
such that [d, co) cQ, det D(z)# 0 for Rez > d, and such that 
de@ + e * (a~ - V) has an inverse in MT. 
As p is atomic at zero, and ,u + e * (a~ - v) has the same discrete part as 
p, the measure de@ + e * (a~ - v)) has a point mass at the origin of size 
detp((O}) # 0. Define a = detp({O}), and put q = ac)‘ - de@ + e 1: (up - 1~)). 
By Lebesque’s dominated convergence theorem. 
IlSll.~ =!II*’ exp(-At) d /q I(t) --f 0 (J --f co j, 
so we can find a constant d > p* such that llqlld < la I. As [iq/a I/ < 1, the 
measure a6 - q = de+ + e c (a~ - v)) has a (convolution) inverse in Md+, 
which one gets by simply expanding (ad - q)-’ into a (convolution) power 
series. Thus, there exists a measure p E M,f (i.e., p = (a6 - q) -‘) such that 
p * det(,u + e * (up - v)) = S, and so (5.20) defines a solution rd E MJ of 
(5~ 11). The Laplace transform of rd converges absolutely for Re z > d, so 
necessarily det D(z) # 0 (Re z > d). That [d, co) c G follows from the fact 
that for ;i > d, 
inf I(detpr)^,@ + io)l - ll(detuMI 
WER 
alal-j exp(-AtW I@ewM) + d I(det~ui,lit)~ (O,rn) 
> Ial - llsll.I > Ial - ll~lld > 0. I 
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6. DECOMPOSING THE SOLUTIONS 
By applying Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, we get solutions to (4.10), (4.11) of 
the form (.5.5), (5.6). 
In Section 5 we worked with the dominating functions il., and ?lD.a, 
defined in (5.9), (5.10). The number 1 in Theorem 5.1 determines the growth 
rate of the solution of (4. lo), (4.11) that we obtain by using the resolvent rl. 
Below we will have to replace our original memory spaces by the spaces that 
one gets by choosing the influence function to be either 11.~ or YI~,~. Observe 
that ‘&,a = ‘l,,B. If a < ,h the rn,B is no longer a dominating function, but it 
is still an influence function dominated by ?I~,~. Also note that by (2.5) 
(2.6), and (4.4), ~(6 > ~.~(t> (t > 0, A >A). 
When we say below that a solution x,y of (4. lo), (4.11) belongs to “the 
appropriate memory space with influence function v.~,” we mean that if 
f,, g, E BUC(q), then X,Y E BWv.,), if f,, g, E BCdv), then 
X,.Y E BC,(q,), and iff,, g, E Lp(r), 1 <p < co, then x,y E LP(rj,). 
LEMMA 6.1. Lef rl E L-i, with r’ E MO, be a solution of (5.1 l), and 
define 
X~\ = YJ *g, -r.\ *f,, (6.1) 
y,l=iu*r,*g,-v*rr,%:f,. (6.2) 
Then x~,J).~ belong to the appropriate memory space with influence function 
r,,, and xA,yA is a solution of (4. IO), (4.11). 
Actually, the solution x.\ ?y,, in Lemma 6.1 is unique, i.e., no other 
solution x, y of (4. lo), (4.11) belongs to the appropriate memory space with 
influence function f~.~. However, we do not rely on this fact in the sequel, and 
we leave the uniqueness proof to the reader. 
ProoJ: That x.% ,y.\ belong to the right space follows from Lemma 2.1. 
Use (5.1 l), (6.1), (6.2), and Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 to get 
~ux,~+f,=~*r,~*g,+(6-~*r,~);i:f,=y, 
v * xA + g, = (6 + v * r.A) * g, - v * ri *f, 
=p * r,: *g, -v* i-.\ *f, =y’. 
This means that x,~, yn satisfy (4.10), (4.11). 1 
LEMMA 6.2. In addition to the assumption of Lemma 6.1, suppose that 
rdl vanishes on (--00, 0). Then x.,~, ySl satisfy xn(t) = x(t), ~,~(t) = y(t) (t < 0), 
where x and y are given by either (4.5), (4.6) or (4.12), (4.13). 
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ProoJ: By (4.15), (4.16) (or (4.8), (4.9)), (5.1 l), (6.1), Lemmas 3.5 and 
3.6, and the fact that Y,~ vanishes for t < 0, we have on the interval (-co, O], 
= r,L * (y’ - v * x) - r.; * (y -,u *x) 
= r,% * y’ - ‘,;*y+(r~;*,u-r,t*V)*X=x, 
so x,$(t) = x(t) for t < 0 (almost everywhere in the LP-case). By (4. lo), for 
t < 0, yn = ,a * xdl +fi = p * x +f, = y, so also .kl.t(t) = y(t) for t < 0. I 
LEMMA 6.3. Let r, and rg be as in Lemma 6.1, with a < ,8. Then x,,~ = 
x6 - x, and y,,o =J~ -y, beong to the appropriate memory space with 
influence function v~,~, and x,.~, ya,B is a solution of the homogerteous 
equations (1.7) (1.8). 
This is a direct consequence of Lemma 6.1 and the fact that v,.~ = 
minjv,, ~~1. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let [a, /I] c l2, with det D(z) # 0 on the lines Re z = CI and 
Re z = /3- Then det D(z) has at most finite& many zeros Zjl 1 <j < in, 0s 
finite order kj in the strip u < Re z < /3. Moreoeier, x,,~ and I’,.~ iii 
Lemma 6.3 are of the form 
X, ,o(t) = f pj(t) e’j’, 
j=l 
(6.3) 
p, ,n(t) = 5 qj(t) e’j’, 
j=l 
(6.4) 
where pj and qj are polynomials in t of degree at most kj - 1 with coefficients 
in C”. in particular, if det D(z) # 0 in the strip a < Re z <p, then 
X ad =y,,, = 0. 
The proofs of 
(6.3). 
Proof. Recall 
and r.‘t E Ml., + E 
every A,, k<J., 
(6.3) and (6.4) are completely similar, so we prove only 
that the resolvents rA m Theorem 5.1 satrsfy rl E L.\.., i E 
for some s > 0. In particular, r,l E L:, and r; E A{~,, for 
<A, + E. By the uniqueness of the solution r,l, in LnI, 
r.\. = rA, for 2 < A1 ,< 2 + E. The interval la, /?I is compact, so if det D(z) # U 
for a < Re z < /3, then we must have rl = ra = rs for every A E [a, PI. In 
particular, x,+D = (r. - r,) * g, - (r;l - r&) * d, = 0, and we have proved the 
last statement of Lemma 6.4. 
That det D(z) can have at most finitely many zeros of finite order in a 
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strip L < Re z < 1 + E was established in the proof of Theorem 5.1 (the lines 
following (5.15)). By the compactness of the interval [a, /I], the same is true 
in the whole strip a < Re z <p. 
To get (6.3) in the general case we go back to the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Fix L, a < L < /?. Analogously to (5.15), we can find A, and L2, with 
a < 1, < A < AZ </I such that 
Then the solution q of (5.17) satisfies q E M.l, ,.ll. If necessary, perturb the 
values of 1, and 1, slightly to ensure that 
det D(z) # 0 (Rez =Lj,j= 1,2). (6.5) 
Recall that f,, g, E L,\,,.+ (since /1, > p*). By (5.13) and (6.1), on the lines 
Rez =3Lj (j= 1, 2), 
.f.3,(z)=D-‘(z)gl(z)-zD-yz)“f,(z). (6.6) 
The same argument as in Section 5 shows that the right-hand side of (6.6 j is 
a vector of (extended) locally analytic functions on the maximal ideal space 
{z E C I4 < Re z < &I of Li,.e32, with a finite number of poles at the zeros 
zj of det D(z) that lie in the strip I, < Re zj < AZ (see [30, Definitions 3.2 
and 7.11). The pole at zj is of order at most kj. Apply [30, Theorem 3.61 to 
the components of this vector to get a function a E L:,,,,(C”) and vectors 
p,,j E C” (1 < I< kj) such that 
2,,(Z) = c P/,j(z - zj)-’ + a”(z) (6.7) 
for Rez = Ai (j= 1,2). Take the inverse transform of (6.7) for j= 1 and 
j = 2 to get for almost all t, 
and 
= a(t) 
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Subtract (6.7) from (6.8) to get 
XA2(f) - -x31 ,w = s 
pi 
___ p1J (I - l)! e=jt (t E Rj. 
A,<Rezj<I~ 
The final conclusion now follows in the same way as in the case when 
det L?(z) has no zeros in the strip a < Re z < p. 1 
We are finally ready to state and prove our main result. We give two 
formulations, one for the continuous case, and one for the L%ase. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let [u? /I] c l2, arld assume that det D(z) # 0 on the lines 
Re z = a and Re z = b. Then the continuous so1ution.s s of (1. l), (1.2) can be 
written as a unique sum x = xs + xc + xo, where xs is a solution of (1.1) -xc 
and xc are solutions of (1.6), xs and xo sati& 
lxdtl = WxpW) (t+ 03), (6.9) 
l-~&l = ~tew(C13 +E)o) (t-+ -ml), 
(6.10) 
= O(exp(dt)) (t-, to) 
(where d is the constant in Theorem 5.2, and E > 0), and se is an exponentiai 
po[ynornial 
x,(t) = 5 p,i(t) e’jt. 
j=l 
(6.1!) 
Here zj (1 <j < m) are the zeros of det D(z) in the strip a < Re z < p, and pi 
are polynomials in t of degree at most one less than the order of the zero z-t, 
with coefficients in C”. In particular, tf det D(z) # 0 for a < Re z < p, then 
xc = 0. If /3 > d, then xc, = 0. If u = P:~ .and (5.12) holds, then 
-rs E SUC(v), (6.12) 
and if moreover’ q E BC,(R--; n), J g E BC,(R+; n), then xs E BC,(n). 
THEOREM 6.6. Let [a, p] c Q, and assume that det D(z) # 0 on the lines 
Rez=a and Rez=/I. Then the LP-solution (1 <p< CZJ) of (1.2~(1.5) can 
be written as a unique sum x = xs + xc + xo, y = ys + yc + yLr, where xS ) yS 
is a sofution of (1.3), (1.4), x,-,yc and xo,yu are solutions of (1.7), (1.8), 
and the components satisfv the following conditions. Let d be the constant of 
Theorem 5.2, let E be given as in Theorem 5.1, with A = p, and define 
v,(t) = v(t) 
= exp(-at) 
(6.13) 
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I&) = exp(-U + &It) 
= exp(-dt) 
(f < 01, 
(t > 0). 
(6.14) 
Then xs,ys E Lp(qs), and x,,y, E Lp(vu). The central components xc and 
yc are exponential polynomials 
xc = 5 pj(t) ezjf, 
j=l 




where zj (1 <j < m) are the zeros of det D(z) in the strip a < Re z < ,L?, and 
pi, qj are polynomials in t of degree at most one less than the order of the 
zero zj, with coefficients in C”. In particular, if det D(z) # 0 for 
a<Rez<p, then x,=y,=O. If /3>d, then xu=ya=O. If a=p, and 
(5.12) holds, then xs, ys E Lp(q). 
Clearly, one gets Theorem 6.5 from Theorem 6.6 by substituting 
throughout BUC or BC, for Lp. The proofs of the two theorems are 
completely similar, so we give a combined proof. 
Proof. Define 
xs=~++x,,x~=x~-xx,,x~‘=xd-x*’ (6.17) 
Y, = .!-‘, 3 4’C = YS - -v, 9 4’U = 4’d - 4“3 (6.18) 
where the functions on the right-hand side are defined as in Lemma 6.1, with 
the resolvents constructed in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. Then x = xs + xc + xc, = 
xd + p, and y = y, + yc + yU = yd, so by Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, and by the 
construction in Section 4, x, y is the solution of (1.2)-( 1.5) (or (1.2b( 1.4) in 
the continuous case). That the components satisfy the right equations and 
have the right growth rates follows from (6.17), (6.18), Lemma 2.1, 
Theorem 5.1, and Lemmas 6.1 and 6.3. Lemma 6.4 tells us that xc,yc are of 
the given form. Finally, if /I > d, then by (6. I), (6.2), (6.17), (6.18), and 
Theorem 5.2, xU = yU = 0. 
That the decomposition in Theorems 6.5 and 6.6 is unique follows from 
the fact that the different components have different exponential growth rate. 
Let x = xs + .Yc + Xv, y = yS + jjc + JU be another decomposition, and define 
~~~=xs--~~,4;S=ys-~~, etc. Then-~=~~++~+f,,y’=y’,+4;,+-v;,is a 
solution of (1.2F(1.5), with p = f = g = y = 0, so by the uniqueness of the 
solution of (1.2~( 1.5), x = y = 0. Thus, ZU = -(A?~ + Z,-), pU = -(ys + Y;.), 
and by using the growth estimates that we have on the different components, 
one can show that ZU,pU E L’(rf,,), where qa, is the function defined in 
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(5.9), with Iz, = p + e/2, and E is the constant in (6.14). As s’,,yc is a 
solution of (1.7): (1.8), we must have 
D(z)(g-(z) = 0 (Rez =a,). 
But det D(z) # 0 on the line Re z = 2, (because r,\, in Theorem 5.1 belongs 
to L’(qn,)), so necessarily (X’C.)-(z) = 0 (Re z = A,), i.e., I, = 0. By (1.7): 
also J?~, = 0. This means that Zc = -ZS, J;C =J~~, and by comparing the 
growth rates of the left- and right-hand sides we find that Zc =4;c = 0. 
Clearly then, also ZS =yS = 0, and the decomposition is unique. m 
Remark 6.7. If the initial data belong to W’,P(n), 1 <p < 03, then by 
Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, and the way in which we constructed and decomposed 
the solutions, x and its components belong to Wimp, and y and its 
components belong to W2**, with the appropriate influence functions. Here 
Wzvp(q) consists of functions y such that y, y’ and y” all belong to L’(r). 
When p = co, this tells us that Lipschitz continuity is preserved. 
7. A SEMIGROUP INTERPRETATION 
Our decomposition theorems can be interpreted in a semigroup setting, 
For simplicity we discuss only the homogeneous equation 
$ (u * x(r)) = v * x(t) (t E R + )5 
with initial condition 
-u(t) = v,(t) (tER-j (7.2) 
in the continuous case, and the corresponding homogeneous equations 
111 * 44 = y(t) (f E R + j, (7.3) 
y’(t) = v * x(t) (t E R + >, (7.4 j 
with initial condition (7.2) and 
Y(O) = Y, (7.5) 
in the Lc-case. The semigroup generated by (7.1), (7.2) is somewhat differem 
from the semigroup generated by (7.2~(7.5), so we discuss the two cases 
separately. 
First consider the continuous case. Let x be the solution of (7.1), (7.2j, let 
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A, be the combined translation and restriction operator defined in (2.20), and 
define operator r(t) for t E R+ by 
T(t)p = d,x. (7.6) 
Then T(t) maps BUC(R-; q; Cn) into itself, and it has the semigroup 
property T(s + t) = T(s) T(t) (s, t E R+). By the definition of BUC(r), the 
translation operator t, is strongly continuous in BUC(r), and this implies 
that T(t) is strongly continuous in BUC(R-; r). Thus, T(t) becomes a 
strongly continuous semigroup. 
We claim that the domain D(A) of the generator A of T(t) is the set 
D(A)= {pEEBUC'(R-;t/)/p*p'(O)=v*p(O)} (7.7) 
and that 
Ay,=q’ (a, = WA)). (7.8) 
Here p’(t) is the ordinary derivative of q(t) for t < 0, and o’(O) is the left 
derivative of ~1 at zero. 
By the definition of the generator of a semigroup [25, p. 3021, 
Av = /iF+ h-‘(d,x - p) = ii?+ h-‘(d,x - d;x) 
--t (7.9) 
with D(A) consisting of those cp E BUC(R-; r) for which this limit exists in 
BUC(R-; II). In particular, (7.9) implies that x has a continuous right 
derivative x(+) for t < 0, hence x(t) = u)(t) has a continuous derivative 
v’(t) =x”‘(t) for t < 0 (where q’(O) stands for a left derivative), and that 
Acp = cp’ E BUC(R-; q). 
Conversely, suppose that 9 E BUC(R - ; r) has a derivative 
9 E BUC(R-; II), and that x has a‘right-derivative x’+‘(O) at zero, with 
x(‘) 0 = p’(O) (where p’(O) again is the left derivative of v, at zero). Then s 
has ‘, ‘,ight derivative x(+) E BUC(R - ; ?I), and by the half-line version of 
Lemma 3.4, the limit in (7.9) exists and equals q’. In particular, q E D(A). 
This shows that (7.8) holds, and that D(A) consists of exactly those 
a, E BUC(R-; 11) satisfying cp’ E BUC(R-; 17) for which q’(O) =x’+‘(O). TO 
get (7.7) one must identify the condition q’(O) =x’+‘(O) with the condition 
p * p’(O) = v * p(O). We leave this step to the reader, as it is essentially the 
same argument as in the case of finite delay (cf. [ 18, Theorem 10.1, p. 3071). 
With the aid of Theorem 6.5 one can decompose BUC(R-; r; C”) into 
three invariant subspaces, BUC(R-; r; C”) = S @ C @ U, where S is a 
“stable” subspace, C is a “central” subspace, and U is an “unstable” 
subspace. 
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THEOREM 7.1. Let [x, /?] c Q, and assume that det D(z) f 0 OH the lines 
Re z = a and Re z =p. Then BUC(R-; n; C’) can be decomposed in a 
unique way into subspaces S, C, and U, with the foIlwing properties. The 
subspaces C and U are contained in BC,(R-; n; 6”). Let T,(t), T,(t), and 
T,(t) be the restrictions of T(t) to S, C, and U. Then Tc(t) and TJtj can be 
extended to groups on C and U, and Ts(t) and To(t) sati&> 
I T&)1 = O(exdut)) (t + co ). (7,lO) 
I T,‘(tjl = O(exp(C0 + E)t>> (t-t -ml, 
= O(exp(dt)) (t-, 4, 
(7.11) 
where d is the constant in Theorem 5.2, and E > 0. The subspace C is finite 
dimensional, and it is spanned bJ> certain fkwtions v of the form 
(7.12) 
where z,~ (1 <j < m) are the zeros of det D(z) in the strip a < Re z < /?, and 
pj are polynomials in t of degree at most one less than the order of the zero zi 
with coefficients in C”. In particular, if det D(z) # 0 for a < Re z < ,8, then 
C=(O}. IfB>d,then U=(O}.Finally,ifu=p,.~EBC,(R~;~;~”).ar~d 
rl has the relaxation property, then 
T&>v = o(exp@* 4) (t+ co). (7.13) 
For a version of Theorem 7.1 with finite delay (and with the singular part 
of fi identically zero), see [22? Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 j. The dimension of C is 
actually equal to the sum of the orders of the zeros of det D(z) in 
CL < Rez <p; see [36]. 
Proof We shall use Theorem 6.5 to define projections P, , P,, and P, of 
BUC(R-; II) onto S, C, and U. For every ~1 E BUC(R-; v), let x be the 
solution of (7.1 j, (7.2), split it into ss + xc + xc, as in Theorem 6.5, and 
define P,w = doss, P,a, = A,x,, and P,:~Y = Aoxr:. The functions f, and g, 
defined in (4.15~(4.16) are continuous, linear functions of o, and the 
functions doss, A,s,, and A,x, depend linearly and continuously on f, and 
g,. This means that P,, P,, and P,, are continuous, linear operators. They 
are projection operators, because x,-, xc, and xL. all satisfy (7.1), and the 
decomposition in Theorem 6.5 is unique. For the same reason they commute 
with T(t) for t > 0. By (7.2), P, + P, + P,, is the identity operator. Thus, 
defining S, C, and U to be the ranges of P,, P,, and P,:, we find that S, C, 
and U are closed, invariant subspaces of BUC(R-; y) with BUC(R-; ~7) = 
S @ C @ U. As xc and xL- satisfy (1.6) we can define T,(t) and T&t) also 
for negative t, and T,-(t) and To(t) become groups. That T, and TLr satisfy 
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the growth properties (7.10), (7.1 l), and (7.13) (if necessary, redefine r so 
that q(t) = exp(--p, t) (t > 0) to get (7.13)) follows from (6.17), Lemmas 2.2, 
2.4, and 6.1, and Theorem 5.1. That C is spanned by functions q of the form 
(7.12) follows from (6.1 l), and clearly C is finite dimensional. If /I > d, then 
by Theorem 6.5, U= {O). Finally, the uniqueness of the decomposition in 
Theorem 7.1 is a consequence of the uniqueness of the decomposition in 
Theorem 6.5. 1 
Now consider the Lp-case. Let x,y be a solution of (7.2~(7.5), and define 
the operator Q(r) on C” x LP(R-; q; C) by 
QW(v,v q,> = (~(0, API. (7.14) 
Then Q(f) maps C” x LP(R-; ~7; C) into itself, it has the semigroup property 
Q(s + t) = Q(s) Q(t) (s, t E R+), and it is strongly continuous if p < 00. In 
the sequel we therefore restrict the values of p to 1 <p < co. One argues as 
in [3] to show that the domain D(B) of the generator B of Q is given by 
and that 
{(Y,P) E C” x W’V-; TI; C) IP * ~(0) =Y} (7.15) 
WY, q) = (v * % P’>- (7.16) 
Using Theorem 6.6 one can again decompose C” X LP(R-; 17; C) into 
three invariant subspaces, just as in Theorem 7.1. The result that one gets is 
very similar to Theorem 7.1, and its proof is almost identical to the proof of 
Theorem 7.1. Therefore, we leave the formulation and the proof of 
Theorem 7.2 to the reader. 
8. SOME ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
In Section 4 we started with a dominating function p on R ’ satisfying 
(4.3), extended it to R, and let q be an influence function dominated by p. 
For instance, if p(t) = (1 + t)Y (t > 0) for some positive constant y, then we 
take p(t) = 1 (t < 0), and we can choose 
q(t) =Lqt> = (1 + ItI)-? (t < o>, 
(8.1) 
= 1 (t 2 0). 
This influence function tends to zero as t + -co (but not exponentially), and 
it has the relaxation property. 
On the other hand, one could also follow the spirit of [41,44] and start 
with a dominating function p on RP, assume that it satisfies a condition 
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similar to (4.3), extend it to all of R, and choose ii= p. Of course, then (4.4) 
is no longer true, but that causes only minor modifications in the main 
theorems (it affects the growth rates of the stable components in the case 
when a = p*). A more serious problem with this approach is that one cannot 
obtain growth rates for ?I anywhere close to those in (8.1) because by (3.1), 
if a submultiplicative function tends to zero at infinity, then it does so with 
exponential rate. 
We have assumed throughout that p is atomic at zero. This assumption is 
used essentially only to assure forward existence and uniqueness for the 
solutions of (l.l), (1.2), or (1.2~(1.5). Even without it the technique used 
here yields forward existence in the stable and central subspaces, and 
backward existence in the central and unstable subspaces. Of course, if p is 
not atomic at zero, then the set X2 may be empty. This is always true: e.g.* 
when the discrete part of P vanishes identically. In particular, our result 
cannot directly be applied to the example studied in [ 3 1. 
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